
What Do Your Data Say? 
a 4-week online boot camp to help you better understand your experimental data 

PART I: April 13 - April 24 | Modules 1 & 2 
PART II: May 4 - 15 | Modules 3 & 4 

Course Instructors: Eric Johnson and Madhav Mani 
Study Session Facilitators: Simon Freedman, Joshua Levy, Andrew Montequin, Elan Ness-Cohn 

www.whatdoyourdatasay.com  |  email: NSF-Simons-QBio@northwestern.edu 

Course Description 
Modern data streams, whether from biomedical research labs or environmental and social-science research 
teams, are quantitative and noisy. The goal of this class is to help you begin to think quantitatively and 
statistically about data, and to help you answer the question What do your data (actually) say?.  

To help you answer this question, we present an approach centered on applying statistical and mathematical 
techniques the modern way: with a computer.  More specifically, this course is not a substitute for a Machine 
Learning, AI, or classical statistics course. Instead, we will cover topics like parameter estimation, hypothesis 
testing, and dimensionality reduction in a way that is centered on the specific information that you know about 
your data.  By the end of the course, you will have a set of tools that should allow you to attack any quantitative 
problem, make a conclusion, and assess your confidence in that conclusion.  

Course Goals 
● Students will learn to make and manipulate empirical data distributions in their computers.  Students

will be able to use these distributions to test different hypotheses about their data without relying on
specialized statistics software.

● Students will be able to identify the advantages and disadvantages of different statistical, mathematical,
or computational techniques and will be able to determine appropriate methods for their data.

● Students will be able to use data to construct models appropriate to their research question.
● Students will be able to evaluate their model’s accuracy and efficacy and to compare their models to

others.

Specific Learning Objectives 
● Students will use Python to simulate experiments, generate statistics, build and test models, and

execute most other learning objectives.
● Students will visualize and plot distributional features of data in useful and easily-understood ways.
● Students will construct and analyze probability distributions empirically and theoretically.
● Students will learn to analyze arbitrary data distributions, even those that are not Gaussian.
● Students will assess the ways by which any finite data sample places fundamental limits on what can

be learned from a dataset.
● Students will assess the likelihood that different explanatory models will produce given data sets and

clearly articulate their reasons for “confidence” in a given model.
● Students will be able to form estimates of parameters and give regions of “confidence” for those

parameters.
● Students will be able to articulate a hypothesis, generate and simulate an appropriate null hypothesis,

and assess the likelihood that the data are not generated by the null hypothesis.
● Students will be able to assess the likelihood that two sets of data are two random samples from the

same parent distribution.
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Prerequisites 
There are no formal prerequisites for this course except that you are strongly interested in coding and 
quantitative analysis. Prior experience with coding, probability, and linear algebra will be useful, but is not 
required. 
 
Instructional Strategies 

1. Refer to the Whatdoyourdatasay_CompletionHelpAids that contains the links to course materials, a 
module completion map, and handy checklists. 

2. Course Notes will be made available with each Module in Northwestern Box. 
3. Core material (i.e. key concepts) will be discussed in Lecture Videos on Panopto.  
4. “Class time” will consist of facilitated Study Sessions via Zoom, specifically devoted to addressing 

student challenges including conceptual difficulties with core material, coding questions, etc.  
5. Utilize the Discussion Board on the website to address any questions to the community. We 

encourage you to answer posted questions as well. 
 
Other resources 

● Course resources can be found on the course website: www.whatdoyourdatasay.com 
● Useful texts include Physical Models of Living Systems (Nelson, 1st ed. 2015) and Elements of 

Statistical Learning (Hastie, Tibshirani & Friedman, 2nd ed. 2016) 
● A Python coding tutorial is available to students who have never coded before. This is essential to 

take before you start the core material of the class. Worksheets and assignments are other venues 
within which to grow students’ proficiency at coding. 

 
Course Assessments 
Similar to an experimental lab course, the majority of student time will be spent in problem solving: writing code 
on their computer to analyse a dataset.  Problems will be assigned as daily worksheets and weekly 
assignments.  
 

1. Worksheets are short focused problem solving adventures. It is through coding and analyzing data that 
the practical methods taught in this class will come into focus.  

2. Assignments are longer and more challenging, typically with far less guidance than the worksheets. 
Pre-recorded videos will introduce each worksheet and assignment. 

3. Self-Assessments will be assigned with each Module Assignment. These are to be completed after 
receiving the Solution Key. 

4. Quiz 1 will focus on conceptual aspects of the course (rather than memorized facts). It will focus on a 
theoretical understanding of the main concepts of the course as well as their practical skills at analysing 
figures, debugging code, and making calculations.  

5. Quiz 2 will have two parts. One will be Weekly Assignment 4. The other will be a written response to an 
assigned prompt.  Answers should be concise and effective, taking approximately two pages (.pdf 
format). 
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Course Structure 
 

April 13 - 17 Module One: The Basics 

April 20 - 24 Module Two: Parameter Estimation and Model Fitting 

May 4 - 8  Module Three: Empirical Hypothesis Testing 

May 11 - 15 Module Four: Model Selection and Dimensionality Reduction 

 
 

MODULE COMPLETION MAP 
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Module One: The Basics 
Big Idea:  We can visualize distributions in our computers and can use theory or simulation to do computation 
of interesting quantities. 
 
Main questions: 

● How to think about data probabilistically.  
● How do we represent this information in our computers?  
● How do we make calculations?  How can we see theory in our computers? 

 
Topics: 

● Python tutorial: basics of coding and plotting 
● Probability 

○ Flipping coins 
○ Distributions: PDFs and (e)CDFs 
○ Central Limit Theorem 
○ Bayes’ Theorem 

● Bacterial Chemotaxis 
 
Learning Goals: 

● Theory: 
○ Describe probability 
○ Identify and discuss binomial, Poisson, Gaussian, and uniform distributions 
○ Discuss Bayes’ theorem 
○ Describe PDFs and CDFs 
○ Describe distributional moments 
○ Discuss the Square-Root-N Rule and the Central Limit Theorem 

● Calculations 
○ P(X=x), P(X <= x), Int(P(X=x)dx), Int(P(X, Y), dy) 
○ Distributional Moments 
○ (p-Values) Percentiles of eCDFs 
○ Bayes’ Theorem 

● Visualizations 
○ PDFs and CDFs (theoretical and empirical) 
○ Seaborn KDEs 
○ Vertical and horizontal lines 
○ The shade_between function 
○ Joint distributions ?  Marginal distributions? 

● Simulations / Algorithms 
○ Drawing random numbers from theoretical distributions 
○ Drawing random numbers from arbitrary distributions? 
○ Effect of changing number of samples on measurements / distributions. 
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Module Two: Parameter Estimation and Model Fitting 
Big Idea:  Certain parameter values are more consistent with our data than others, sometimes our data isn’t 
enough to constrain those parameters very well. 
 
Main Questions: 

● Given a model, how can we get the most “consistent” parameters with our data? 
● How can we measure our “confidence” in those parameter estimates? 

 
Topics: 

● Parameter Estimation: 
○ Maximum Likelihood Estimators 
○ Maximum A Posteriori Estimators 
○ Intervals of “Confidence” 

■ Theory 
■ Bootstrapping 
■ Bayes 

● Least-Squares Regression 
○ Intervals for model parameters 

● Hyperparameter Estimation 
● Garcia and Philips: A Thermodynamic Model for Genetic Regulatory Networks 

 
Learning Goals: 

● Theory 
○ MLE vs MAP 
○ Describe a confidence interval and a credible interval and discuss their differences 
○ Least-Squares regression 
○ Bootstrapping 
○ Cross-Validation 
○ CLT as it applies to distributions of residuals 
○ Linear vs non-linear model fitting 

● Calculations 
○ Confidence Intervals and Credible intervals 
○ Regression coefficients from OLS 
○ Distributions of residuals 
○ Prediction Accuracy 

● Visualizations 
○ Error bars 
○ Bootstrapped distributions 
○ Residual distributions 
○ Best-fit lines 

● Simulations / Algorithms 
○ OLS 
○ Bootstrapping 
○ Bayesian Regression 
○ Cross-validation 
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Module Three: Empirical Hypothesis Testing 
Big Idea: We can assess the likelihood that data conform to a model empirically 
 
Main Questions: 

● How do I know my data is consistent with a model? 
● How can I compare two data sets? 

 
Topics: 

● Falsifying Hypotheses 
○ Generating Null Distributions 

■ Theory 
■ Simulation 

● Comparing Distributions 
○ Intervals 
○ Statistics and p-Values 
○ The Chi-Squared Statistic 
○ P(X < Y) 
○ R.O.C. Curves 
○ Non-parametric Tests 

● Information Theory 
 
Learning Goals: 

● Theory 
○ p-Values 
○ t-statistic and chi2-statistic 
○ Marginal distributions 
○ P(X < Y) 
○ R.O.C. Curves 
○ Non-parametric Tests 
○ Information Theory: Entropy, Mutual Information, Kullback-Liebler Divergence 

● Calculations 
○ Theoretical p-values 
○ Empirical p-values 
○ Above statistics: t, chi2, AUC, KS, AD, DKL, etc. 
○ Entropy, Mutual Info, DKL 

● Visualizations 
○ Joint Distributions 
○ eCDFs, differences between eCDFs 
○ Q-q plots 
○ p-Values on a CDF 
○ ROC curves 

● Simulations / Algorithms 
○ Resampling from marginal distributions 
○ Simulating null hypotheses 
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Module Four: Model Selection and Dimensionality Reduction 
Big Idea: How do we choose between potential models?  
 
Main Questions: 

● How can we find better or worse models within a set of potential models?  
● How can we generate models that balance within-sample and out-of-sample accuracy?  
● How can we generate intelligible models? 
● What even is a better or worse model? 

 
Topics: 

● Bayesian Model Selection 
● Dimensionality Reduction 

○ PCA 
○ LASSO (Regularized Regression) 
○ Feature Importance? 

● Cross-Validation 
● Other? 

○ AIC, BIC? 
 
Learning Goals: 

● Theory: 
○ Bayesian Model Selection 
○ PCA and noise PCA 
○ LASSO / Regularization 
○ Cross-Validation 
○ AIC, BIC 

● Calculations 
○ Bayes Factor 
○ PCA 
○ LASSO 
○ AIC, BIC 

● Visualizations 
○ Principal Components 
○ Model fits 
○ RMSE vs LASSO parameter, Number of Covariates vs LASSO 

● Simulations / Algorithms 
○ PCA 
○ LASSO 
○ Null distributions of PCA 
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